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Testo adottato 

David Spencer, Gateway B1, second edition, Macmillan. 

 

 

 

Contenuti 

Gateway B1: Units 1 and 2 

- Vocabulary: Ages and stages of life; the family; noun suffixes -ment, -ion, -ence; Crimes and 

criminals; phrasal verbs connected with investigating and finding. 

- Reading: Problem letters: Teenagers' rights and responsibilities; an informal e-mail; Crime 

stories:discussing values; a blog post. 

- Grammar: Present simple and present continuous; articles; Past simple and past continuous. 

- Life skills: Autonomy: contributing to family life; social skills and citizenship, thinking about 

right and wrong. 

- Listening: Family dinners: asking for personal information; Describing an incident: doing the right 

thing; apologising. 

- Speaking: Asking for personal information, family arguments, family dinners; Apologizing: 

discussing crime stories, telling stories. 

- Writing: An informal e-mail: making a timetable; A blog post: a questionnaire. 

 

Gateway B1: Units 3 and 4 

- Vocabulary: Countries, nationalities and languages, learning a language, negative prefixes un-, im-

, in-, ir-, il-; Parts of the body, health problems and illnesses, compound nouns connected with 

health and medicine. 

- Reading:Mapping the world's languages: body language, a language biography; Teen health tips: 

why learn first aid? Notes and messages. 

- Grammar: Some, any, much, many, a lot (of), a few, a little; relative pronouns; Present perfect with 

ever, never for, since, just, yet, already; present perfect and past simple. 

- Life skills: Social skills: public speaking; Physical well-being, learning some basics of first aid. 

- Listening: Languages: speaking in public, asking for information; Action scenes, giving first aid 

and describing photos. 

- Speaking: Asking for information, talking about social networks, discussing definitions; 

describing photos, discussing health tips, talking about past experiences. 

- Writing: A language biography, preparing a presentation; notes and messages, writing a quiz. 

 

Gateway B1: Units 5 and 6 

- Vocabulary: Television, adjectives describing TV programmes, adjectives ending in -ing and -ed; 

Geographical features, the environment, different uses of get. 

- Reading: Slow TV: I just want to be famous, A review; Is this the most important building in the 

world? Carbon and water footprints, a formal letter. 

- Grammar: Comparatives and superlatives, less...than, (not) as...as, too and (not) enough; be going 

to and will, may, might, zero conditional, first conditional. 

- Life skills: Personal well-being: thinking about fame; The world around you: reducing our 

ecological footprint. 

- Listening: TV today, talking about fame, negotiating; Sustainable energy, making arrangements. 

- Speaking: Negotiating: discussing slow TV, giving opinions on TV and films; The future of the 



planet, talking about your future. 

- Writing: A review: a video message or e-mail; A formal letter, a video or a poster. 

 

Gateway B1: Units 7 and 8 

- Vocabulary: Jobs and work, personal qualities, compound adjectives; Friendships, feelings, noun 

suffixes -ness, -ship, -dom. 

- Reading:Do you have an unusual job? Transferable skills, a letter of application and CV; A lesson 

in frinedship, loneliness is common at university, an e-mail of advice. 

- Grammar: Modal verbs of obligation, prohibition and advice; second conditional; Past perfect, 

used to, gerunds and infinitives. 

- Life skills: The world of work: assessing your transferable skills; Personal well-being: managing 

friendships. 

- Listening: Film and TV extras, transferable skills, making polite requests; Discover your secret 

self, making friends at university, reporting a past event. 

- Speaking: Making polite requests, discussing unusual jobs, giving advice; Reporting a past event, 

talking about friendship, discussing interests. 

- Writing: A letter of application and CV: a description of transferable skills; An e-mail of advice, a 

leaflet or a webpage. 

Gateway B1 Unit 10 

-Vocabulary: using a computer, The Internet, collocation with emails 

-Reading: Social networking, text messages, 

-Grammar: The Passive, present, past- Have something done 

-Life Skills: Protecting yourself  on the Internet, 

-Listening: Internet Security, Comparing and contrasting photos, 

-Speaking: Comparing and contrasting photos, 

-Writing: text messages, preparing a presentation. 

 

 

 

Per Lavoro Estivo si consiglia la lettura del libro, con lo svolgimento delle Attività connesse : 

 

O. WILDE , The Canterville Ghost, CIDEB Black Cat 

 

 

 

PROGRAMMA   SVOLTO 

CLASSE  2C 

 

prof.ssa Marina Bisello 

 

Testo adottato 

David Spencer, Gateway B1 + , second edition, Macmillan. 

 

Contenuti 

UNITS 1 and 2 

- Vocabulary: Appearance, personality, synonyms and partial synonyms; transport and travel, 

accomodation, phrasal verbs connected with travel. 

- Reading: Special People: What is self-esteem?, an informal e-mail describing people; Notes from 

a Small Island: How to be a responsible tourist, A blog post. 

- Grammar: Present simple and continuous; adverbs of frequency, state and action verbs; Pasr 

simple, past continuous and past perfect, used to. 

- Life Skills: Personal well-being, building your confidence; The world around you:being a 



responsible tourist. 

- Listening: Personality test, What is self-esteem?, asking for and giving personal information; 

Travelling around the world, responsible tourism, asking for information. 

- Speaking: Asking for and giving personal information, talking about talents, describing people; 

Asking for information, talking about travel, discussing life in the past. 

- Writing: An informal e-mail describing people, a positive-thinking list; A blog post, a presentation 

about responsible tourism. 

 

UNITS 3 and 4 

- Vocabulary: Cities and houses, adjectives describing cities, extreme adjectives; Food and meals, 

describing food, prefixex. 

- Reading: Moving to the megacities, NYC in numbers and statistics, an informal e-mail describing 

a place; The future of food?, teenagers:time to cook, an e-mail invitation. 

- Grammar: Present perfect simple and past simple, ever, never, for, since, just, already, yet, present 

perfect continuous; Will, be going to, present continuous and present simple for future, future 

continuous and future perfect. 

- Life Skills: Numeracy: explaining statistics; Physical well-being: preparing food. 

- Listening: A podcast, explaining statistics, describing photos; Food in the future, teen chef 

competition, negotiating. 

- Speaking: Describing photos, talking about megacities, giving explanations; Negotiating, world 

food problems, future predictions. 

- Writing: An informal e-mail describing a place, statistics for a city; Replying to informal 

invitations, a recipe. 

 

UNITS 5 and 6 

- Vocabulary: School and university subjects, words connected with studying, noun suffixes; 

- Reading: Green school in the cuty, evaluating web sources; letter of application; 

- Grammar: Modal verbs of obligation, prohibition, advice and permission, zero first and second 

conditionals; 

- Life Skills: ICT: Get the best from the Web; 

- Listening: Extracurricular activities, how to use web sources, a presentation; 

- Speaking: A presentation, talking about school projects, asking about conditions; 

- Writing: A formal letter of application, an information text; 

 

UNITS 7 and 8 

- Vocabulary: Sports and sports venues, sports equipment and scores, phrasal verbs connected with 

sports; Art, theatre, music, artists, adjectives ending in -ing and -ed. 

- Reading: The game before the game, heart issues, a magazine article; Extreme art, appreciating 

works of art, a film review. 

- Grammar: Defining relative clauses, non-defining relative clauses; Reported speech: statements, 

questions, commands. 

- Life Skills: Physical well-being, looking after your heart; Heart and culture, appreciating art. 

- Listening: Origin of basketball, heart rates, a debate; An artwork, describing paintings, a school 

trip. 

- Speaking: A debate, superstitions and rituals, adding information; Describing a past event, extreme 

art, team game. 

- Writing: A magazine article, a health campaign; A film review, an art poster. 

 

 

 Per Lavoro Estivo si consiglia la lettura e svolgimento delle attività connesse del libro: 

Jerome K. Jerome, Three Men in a Boat, Black Cat IBSN  978-88-530-0763-6 

 



 

 

 

PROGRAMMA   SVOLTO 

CLASSE 3C 

prof.ssa Marina Bisello 

 

Testi adottati: 

David Spencer, Gateway B2, second edition, Macmillan. 

 

Contenuti 

 

Dal libro di testo: David Spencer, Gateway B2, Macmillan 

Units 1 and 2 

- Vocabulary; Studying at university, life at university, do and make; Work conditions and 

responsibilities, working life, phrasal verbs connected with work. 

- Reading: Unusual degrees, effective time management, an informal e-mail; Working life, what do 

you want from work?, an opinion essay. 

- Grammar: Present simple, present continuous and present habits, Present perfect simple and 

present perfect continuous, gerunds and infinitives: Past simple and past continuous, past habits, 

past perfect simple and past perfect continuous. 

- Life skills: Organization, managing study time; The world of work, evaluating jobs. 

- Listening: Revising for exams, effective time management, giving personal information; A gap 

year, job satisfaction, negotiating. 

- Speaking: Giving personal information, preferences, talking about university degrees, 

interviewing; Negotiating and collaborating, talking about dream jobs, answering questions. 

- Writing: An informal e-mail replying to a request for information, a time management plan; An 

opinion essay, a job fact file. 

 

Units 3 and 4 

- Vocabulary: Words connected with transport and travel, journey travel trip voyage, prefixes; 

Personality adjectives, noun suffixex. 

- Reading: A journey into the future, food miles the great debate, a story; The incredible rise of 

Dynamo, the theory of multiple intelligences, an article. 

- Grammar: Future forma: future continuous, future perfect simple, future perfect continuous; 

Comparative and superlative adjectives and adverbs, other ways of making comparisons, so such 

too enough. 

- Life skills: The world around you: investigating food miles; learning to learn, learning about 

intelligence. 

- Listening: The future of drones, food miles, comparing photos; Hidden talent, study tips, giving a 

presentation. 

- Speaking: Talking about photos, talking about transport, making predictions; Presentations, talking 

about illusionists, giving explanations. 

- Writing: A story, a presentation about food miles; An article, study tips and activities. 

 

Units 5 and 6 

- Vocabulary: Buying and selling, money and banking, phrasal verbs connected with money and 

shopping;Parts of the body, words connected with health,idioms connected with health and illness. 

- Reading: Money: a brief history, the dangers of debt, a formal letter/e-mail; Health news: nutrition 

and teenagres in the UK, survey results, a for-and-against essay. 

- Grammar: Modal verbs of obligation, prohibition and advice in the present, past and future; zero 

first and second conditionals, unless, as long as, provided that, in case, third conditional. 



- Life skills: Money and finance, avoiding debt; Physical well-being, understanding nutrition. 

- Listening: Bitcoins, planning a budget, talking about photos; Teenagers and sport, good nutrition, 

negotiating. 

- Speaking: Talking about photos, talking about money, discussing bitcoins; Negotiating and 

collaborating, talking about health, discussing sports. 

- Writing: A formal letter/e-mail of complaint, a monthly budget; A for-and-against campaign. 

 

Units 7 and 8 

- Vocabulary: Music and film, media habits, compound nouns and adjectives; Natural disasters, 

words connected with natural disasters, prepositional phrases with verbs. 

- Reading: Aloe Blacc: if songwriters can't afford to make music then who will?. Crowdfunding, a 

review; Tsunami! A 21st century survival solution, how we treat Ebola, an opinion essay. 

- Grammar: Reported speech: statements, questions, other reporting verbs; The passive, verbs with 

two objects, the passive with say, know, believe, etc. 

- Life skills: Autonomy and enterprise: bringing ideas to life; Citizenship: helping a charity. 

- Listening: Superfans, a crowdfunding campaign, discussing a newspaper article; The tsunami 

survivor who is an example to us all, donating money to charity, statistics. 

- Speaking: Discussions, talking about music, discussing superfans; Talking about statistics, talking 

about natural disasters, comparing ideas. 

- Writing: A review, a crowdfunding campaign; An opinion essay, an information poster. 

 

Fotocopie  ed appunti delle lezioni su: The Iberians, The Celts, The Vikings, the Romans, The 

Norman Conquest, 

 Chaucer  life and works, The Canterbury Tales: The Prologue, the Prioress, the Wife of Bath 

i brani sono stati  letti, tradotti e commentati. 

 

 

 

Lavoro estivo: svolgimento degli esercizi del libro INVALSI. 

Si consiglia,inoltre, la lettura e svolgimento delle attività inerenti di: 

 

W. Shakespeare   , Macbeth,  Black Cat  IBSN 978-88-7754-504-6 

 

 

 

PROGRAMMA  SVOLTO 

CLASSE:      4C 

 

MATERIA:   INGLESE 

DOCENTE:  Prof.ssa Marina bisello 

 

Testi adottati: 

Jan Bell, Amanda Thomas, GOLD  FIRST, New Edition, Pearson. 

Deborah Ellis,  WHITE SPACES, Vol.1, Loescher. 

 

 

4) Contenuti 

Lingua 

Dal libro di testo: Jan Bell, Amanda Thomas, Gold FIRST, new edition, Pearson. 

Unit 1 Bands and Fans: 

- Grammar: Present simple and continuous; Habit in the past used to/would. 

- Vocabulary: Free time activities; phrasal verbs with take. 



- Reading: Gapped text (Part 6) Are music tribes a thing of the past? 

- Writing: Informal e-mail. 

- Use of English: Multiple choice cloze (Part 1) Drumming up business. 

- Listening: Multiple matching (Part 3) My Music. 

- Speaking: Interview (Part 1), Listening to and answering questions. 

 

Unit 2 Relative Values: 

- Grammar: Adverbs, Verb patterns -ing/infinitive. 

- Vocabulary: Formation of adjectives, extreme adjectives, phrasal verbs. 

- Reading: Multiple matching (Part 7) Friend or enemy? 

- Writing: Essay (Part 1), using linkers for contrast. 

- Use of English: Word formation (Part 3) How well do you know yourself? 

- Listening: Multiple Choice (Part 4) Birth order. 

- Speaking: Collaborative task (Part 3), Agreeing and disagreeing. 

 

Unit 3 Things that matter: 

- Grammar: Present perfect and past simple, as and like, comparing. 

- Vocabulary: -ed adjectives and prepositions, Money. 

- Reading: Multiple Choice (Part 5) All you need is love (and a scarf). 

- Writing: Article (Part 2), Engaging the reader. 

- Use of English: Open Cloze (Part 2) Pixie Lott: What makes me happy. 

- Listening: Sentence completion (Part 2) Giving it all away. 

- Speaking: Long turn (Part 2), Comparing. 

 

Unit 48 Moving On 

- Grammar: reporting verbs, reported, questions,  statements, reported imperatives 

- Vocabulary: collocations and phrasal verbs with work, linking words and expression concrete and 

abstract noun 

- Reading: Multiple Choiceto the End of the Earth 

- Writing: Letter of application – using a formal language 

- Use of English: Word formation part 3 

- Listening: Multiple Choice (Part 2) Future profession 

- Speaking: Agreeing and disagreeing 

 

Unit 9: Lucky Break 

- Grammar: 0,1,2,3,mixed conditionals 

- Vocabulary: chance, opportunity, possibility, success and failure 

- Reading:gapped text. 

- Writing: Essay 

- Use of English: word formation part 3 

- Listening: multiple choice part 4 

- Speaking: discussion part 4 

 

 

 

Programma di letteratura, testo in adozione: Ellis D., WHITE SPACES. vol.1 Loescher 2017 

  
 

Culture for Scientists: Science in the Renaissance. 
Science in the Renaissance, p.170 

Astronomy, p.171 

The Big Four of the New Astronomy, p.173 

Theathre in Shakespeare’s time   pp 134-36 



Shakespeare                                   pp 124-5 

Romeo and Juliet                           pp126-33 the prologue fotocopy 

The Merchant of  Venice                pp150-56 

 Sonnet LX                                     p 157 
Sonnet XVIII                                  p160 

E. Spencer Sonnet XXXIV             p163 

Marlowe: the Last Hourt 

Absolutism and Enlightenment (17th - 18th century). 
 
The Cultural Context 
The Restoration of Monarchy - 
The Glorious Revolution 
The Age of Reason;  The Birth of the Parties: The Whigs and the Tories) p 207-213 
Language for Scientists, p.191 
Royal society                     pp244-45 
The Metaphisycal Potry: wit and conceit 
John Donne: vita , lettura,traduzione,analisi e temi 

                       Holy Sonnet X 
                       The Flea                                                                                                      
                       A Valediction Forbidding Mourning                                                                                                                                            

The  Augustan Age: Coffee Houses, the Birth of Journalism, the Reading public              
 Rise and Development of the Novel p228 

Daniel Defoe: Robinson Crusoe   pp22-7      
Jonathan Swift:   Gulliver ‘s Travel   p 230-3; p 246-9 
Castaway the film , p229 
Language for Film, Castaway,p 276-8 

 

Lettura estiva : J. Conrad , Heart of Darkness, versione bilingue, qualsiasi edizione 

Svolgimento esercizi INVALSI 

 

Padova 6 giugno 2019                                                                   prof.ssa Marina Bisello 


